Representative
Gro up
Pro posed
by Phili p ,Glouchev itc!i
A major constitutional change seems to be likely
for the Colby Student Association. The Student Association Representative Committee first must be approved by
the Student Association 's seven-man Executive Board ,
and then presented to the student body as a referendum.
The referendu m introduced by Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel would establish a committee, chaired b)
the Public Information Chairperson. The ~ representatives would be elected one from each dormitory . In
dorms with more than fifty people, one would be elected
for every fifty . The committee's function wo"uld be to
improve the exchange of information between the
Student Association and the student body.
In the Student Association meeting Monday
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there was general agreement for some kind of RepreIndian Summer Final ly Comes to Colby
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sentative Committee. But the proposal was tabled unti l
'
next week after a long debate over the exact power and
Members of the ECHO staff will be collecting signatures today in all dining halls du ring lunch and dinner in
function the committee should have.
order to meet Post Office requirements.
The proposed referendum would enpower the
All students are urged to lend thei r support.
Public Info rm ation Chairperson, presently Jerry Crouter ,
Students' signatures are for Post Office use only,
j to submit any recommendations p assed by a quoru m of
by Nick Mencher
the Committee as motions to the Student Association.
The old man gri ps my hand and looks up into
Crouter objected that a "' motion '' would have to be
my face.
"You 're in Edinburg h now lad, at the best Unisubmitted , and preferred a discussion amongst the
versity in Scotland. It 's not going to be easy, but you
Student Association. But Mohel objected, stating the
can't forget your studies . I know how hard it is, you
Committee would be powerless without a motion and
get depressed and go down to the pub, but that 's no
thereby useless. He added th at' unworthy motions
way to do it."
In an interview with the ECHO this week,
could be skipped by the lack of a seconding, and thereAssociate
Professor
of
Government
Sandy
Maisel
"Thank you, thank you very much ," I say. ..
fore would not bog down the Student Association.
stated lie has " registered as a candidate in the
¦Tms-re ril be allright. ''
Another objection raised by former Executive ChairDemocratic primary for the First Congressional
¦
"God bless you ," he says. He touches my h and
person Ed Smith was that more represntation
District, " Maisel also stated that he has begun fund
to his forehead and then kisses it. "God bless you."
specificall y a. room-draw and meal committee repreraising efforts.
"Wc are standing outside the pub , looking down
Maisel expressed his views on a variety of
sentative - should be added to the proposed committee.
With such a large representation , Smith proposed that
the n arrow street with its three story row houses
subjects, ranging from defense to t 'i- environment.
a new chair should be created in the Student Association
receding to the comer where I can see the treeless
Interview on center spread
shape of Arthur 's Seat mountain. Earlier Alec, a
under the title of Residential Life Chairperson.
But Constitutional Reform Subcommittee Chairbartender who befriended me my first ni ght in tlie
person Mark Gorman pointed out this would raise the
city, and I had walked th rough the streets to a soccer
number of Student Association members to eight - an
game and whenever we turned a corner and the streets
even number and therefo re inconvicntcnt in case of a
would open up, we could see the mountai n with its
tic v ote on a particular issue. In addition , Crouter did
steep rock cliffs and softl y swelling si des gr owing
larger. '
not feel the Public Information Chairperson was over
burdened with work and could easily assume the addi"Every May 1," Alec had told me, "every one in
Edinburg h climbs to the top to watch the sun set. We
tional responsibilities.
Finally, a stipulation insis ted upon hy Crouter was
always cake along enoug h beer for the day and when wc
start climbing down, y ou'd better believe the whole
that the Representative Committee should be established
town is steaming drunk,"
on a trial basis, pointing out that several similar comThe Hi b cri ans were p l aying an d there wer e few
mittees had failed in past Colby Smdcnt Associations.
in t h e crowd t ha t headed t oward t he st adium who did n '
If this committee did fail , it could be dissolved without
another referendum - a sometimes 'length y process,
wear at least one scarf with the team colors of green
Crputer also noted , "If it fails, Stu-A won 't look so
and white. Many had sewn team emblems onto their
foolish. "
scarfs or shir ts and some carried team flags. Half of
The original proposal was drafted in a sub-committee
the stadium was covered , but , because ic was a sunny
'
day, Alec and I st ood in t he open section. There were
of the Committee Task Force, Gorman , beg;an research
no scats and t he spect at ors', who were mostly men,
last April hy writing to schools in fifty states to compile
ir oned against railings set into the stepped concrete,
various constitu tions, The subcommittee also examined
for lunch we had beef pies and beef broth. After
the various constitutuions nt Colby student government
half t ime, during which they played American Disco
since 1948. Gorman felt the failure of the past student
music over the Public Address system , wc sat on a
Sena t es, whose compostion roughly resembles the proGovernment l*rofessor Sandy Maisel G.C.P.
Coniintied on page 4
Continued on page 4
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EDITORIALS

Tas k Fo rce On Ta rge t
Late last Spring, the Student Association voted to empower a committee to study the Student Association's effectiveness and structure and to recommend changes to the Stu-A Constitution, if needed.
Under close examination , this committee, headed by Mark Gorman, found that Stu-A was lacking in
one key area-input from the student body it was elected to represent.
The result of the 6-month study was m ade public this week as a proposed amendment establishing an
elected advisory body of student representatives. The proposed advisory group would report to the Executive
Committee.
The amendment should not be viewed as a panacea for the problem s of Stu-A- The recommendation will,
will, however, if coupled with an on-going evaluation of the Stu-A system, greatly improve the responsibility and
respectability of the Association.
Perhaps of more vital concern is the future of the Association itself. Without the continued interest
on the part of students, without the new ideas that new faces bring to our student government, the future of StuA has to be questioned. The proposal is a positive step toward increasing the effectiveness of the Student Association.
The proposed amen dment is not the final solution . Further research must be done. But for now, the
proposed constitutional amendment deserves an affirmative vote from Stu-A next week and also one from the
student body in referendum.

IFC: Broken Promise s ?
Last Friday s Stu-A sponsored Oktoberfest, illustrated a lack of jud gement on the part of the InterFraternity Council (IFC). In what could have been classified as a test case concerning mutual trust between the
IFC and the studen t body, the IFC failed us.
In its promise to adhere to the specific guideli nes laid down by Stu-A and the Dean 's office , the IFC
was, in effect , testing its own integrity. The guidelines di at were clearly broken included: no out-of-doors drinking, the strict monitoring of doors and ch ecking for ID's, the provision of an alternate beverage, and the maintenance of "safe" capacity limits within each house.
The ECHO feels that this senseless act ion has seriously endangered fu tu re events, specifically Winter
and Spring Carnivals. Under no circumstances should the Carnivals take place under the auspices of an irresponsible organization.
The IFC has a history of breaking promises. Last year 's Spring and Winter Carnivals are cases in point
Ask Sue Benson or Pierce Archer how much help they got in running last year's Spring Carniv al.
The student body should take a closer look at tlie IFC as an institution. Are they acting in the best
interest of the student body as a whole? Jud ging from last week's Oktoberfest , we think not. If the affair was
just a means to get around the new drinking policy , then their discretion in that matter must be questioned. If
it was a serious attempt to kick off a Homecoming weekend, and we certainly hope so', was the breaking of promises a necessary step along the way?
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. All letters must be signed and submitted by
Monday evening. Names will be viitbbeld upon re
truest.

Dean's Alarm
To all Students:
All of us, I am sure, are alarmed by the fact
that there have been two fires in student rooms within
a single week. Fortunately, the fires ia Foss HaU and
in KDR were both discovered early and put out quickly
by alert members of the dorm staff and fraternity
brothers.
If either of these fires had not teen discovered
early or if they had occurred at night when the rooms
were occupied, the consequences could have "been far
more serious.
The following steps are being taken to be sure
that we are doing all that is possible to protect
students' lives and property:
1) Head residents and fraternity presidents
have been asked to conduct fire drills in
their buildings before October 25. This
will be the second drill of the semester.
Four are required each semester by state
law.
2) Head residents and fraternity presidents
have been asked to conduct room inspectionsin their building-when occupants
are present—in order to identify and eliminate any hazardous conditions.
They will be looking for excessive clutter,
makeshift electrical connections, overloaded
circuits, heating appliances banned by the
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— LETTERS
college, candles, and any other unsafe
materials or situations.
3)Tl_e Security Department will continue
to make spot inspections of fire extinguishers,
fire alarms and emergency lighting in all
student residences. Where emergency equipment has been tampered with (false alarms,
dumped extinguishers), individuals will be
fined $100.
I earnestly ask for the full and serious cooperation
of all' students in these matters. The risk of fire tragedy in
college residence halls is much higher than in private
homes or in apartment dw ellings. We must do everything
we can to reduce these odds.
Sincerely,
Earl H. Smith
Dean of Students

_ O ur Err or
To the Editors:
This year it seems the ECHO should address itself to
two questions:
1) What is the role of the ECHO hi informing the
public of cultural events?
0.) Is it more important to hear of an event before it
has occurred ( a preview) or after it has occured
(a review)?
Last week Cultural Life sponsored a two-day residency of a British pianist specializing in contemporary music.
Im lieu of a photograph and a full article that I wrote as a
preview, five lines of incomplete information w ere printed.
The arts section consisted mostly of reviews, including 7/8
oi a page on the Lofgren concert. Why is it that the Morning Sentinel saw fit to print an article but not the ECHO?
It is difficult enough to get students excited to exper
ience any cultural event on campus. A press with a back ,
bone of indifference only makes matters worse.
Lee Roberts
Cultural Life Chairperson
We sincerely apologizef o r the oversight-Ed.

Bakk e Part 11; Pro
To the Editor :
This letter is in reaction to the editorial entitled
Bakke Part II in last week's issue of the ECHO. Needless to say, I was very much pleased by the position
taken in this editorial. 1 believe that this is a concern
of national importance. A pro-Bakke decision in this
case could be the most devastating blow to the Black
community since Jim Crow. As stated in tho editorial,
it is only now that colleges and universities, Colby included are beginning to liberalize their attitudes in regard
to blacks, and minorities as a whole. If what little incentives these institutions have to correct, or attem p t to
c orrect society 's past and present ills, in regard to discrimination wore to be taken away , it would not be
long before social, educational , and economical strife
ca me to an explosive head in the Black community.
(And as we all know, re bellion in part of the pie,
causes strife in all of the pie.) Though I don't believe
that this editorial reflects the prevailing sentiment of the*
student , nt Colby, I salute the ECHO for bringing this •
concern to our attention an d for taking tho stance it did.
Sloven M. Earle *

Bakke Part 11 :Con
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To the Editors:
A fter reading VBakke Part 1: The Case for Preference," I was forced to ask myself questions for which I
could find no suitable answers.
The first question was, "Why should colleges and uni
versities be forced to design social inventions that will help
Blacks achieve social and professional development if the
means to do so are clearly discriminatory?" Clearly, the
question brought to light in the Bakke Case is not one of
throwing Black Civil Rights back into the dark ages, but
simply one of discrimination against one individual.
It is exactly the same question Blacks raised throughout the sixties, "Should a person who is. fully qualified for
a social position not be allowed to gain that position because
of the color of his skin?" The shoe seems to be on the other foot.
The point of the article in last week's ECHO seemed
to be that only Blacks can be discriminated against and that
discrimination against non-minorities only furthers the Black
Civil Rights movement. All Bakke asks to do is to be protected under laws which prevent discrimination because of
race or religion. Simply put , he has been denied social opportunities because he is white. Any law which allows this
to happen is flatly anti-constitutional and should be -dealt
with accordingly. Mr. Bakke has my full support.
Sincerely,
Michael Filippone '79

Thanks A Lot
To the Editor:
I was studying Sunday evening in the library, in the
stacks to be precise, when I took a break for dinner. Upon
my return to my place of study, I noticed that my threesubject spiral notebook had been mysteriously taken. It is
appalling to think that the academic dishonesty has processed so far as to have one's notebook stolen when it is
left unattended for one hour.
The repercussions on the matter are as follows: Mot
only were my notes missing, making it impossible to study
for my exam the following morning at .8:30 with Dr. Mavrinac, but my notes for my other two classes are missing as
well. Now, instead of being behind six weeks in one class,
I'm behind six weeks in three classes!Plus the fact that my
chances for survival in Dr. Mavrinac's 211 class are now almost non-existant,.
Up to Sunday , I had felt that the situation at Colby in
regards to academic honesty were fairly good; nothing as .
drastic as what happened to me, the night before my exam.
So please, everybody , take notice of my mistake and watch
your notes, for they might fall victim to someone else. I
was having a hard enough time getting by this semester, and
now I've got to try to make ufc six weeks work in three
classes. Thanks whoever you are, thanks a lot .
Mike Childers
P.S, Anything that could be done (information or the like)
would be greatly appreciated.

Fra t Survey
To the Editor:
Petor. Teitelbnum and Cinnio Auinan said thoy con
ducted "an inf ormal survey of fraternity presidents "
concernin g their reactions to the Dean 's alcohol policy ,
"¦Inf ormal" it must havo been as can bo deduced from
their unfoun ded revelation that ' ,„in the past , fraternities have raised a large part of thoir income through

selling liqour at a marginal profit at parties." Come on
Pete and Cinnie, you couldn't have worked too hard on
this story. If yo-u had , you'd know that fraternities in
the past generally lost money when they supplied the
drinks. I suggest you " survey" those presidents again.
Chris Webber

Personal Red Shift Device
To the Editor:
The most distant inhabitants in the known universe
are the quasars. They are of extraordinary brightness,
and spectral analysis shows a red shift in their spectral
lines. The red shift is interpreted as a doppler effect ,
showing that quasars are moving away from the center
of a primordial universe core at a velocity which is a substantial portion of the speed of light.
- I believe tlat quasars demonstrate the red shift
because time is rarefied in their neighborhood. Time
is none other than the classically conceived ether [in
modem disrepute] . Time is rather uniform around these
parts [except for local aberrations found in pitcher plants
certain crystal lattices, and oracles] and the principle of
uniformity maintains that it is fairly uniform all over the
universe.
As ether, time is a- prerequisite for the propagation
of light. Without it, empty space would be void, and at
absolute zero. At this temperature all sub-atomic vibration ceases, and matter rarefies , degenerating into nondimensional point space. Electro-magnetic radiation is
annihilated. If we go beyond the quasar district, time
rarefies at an increasing rate. Very far out from there,
time factor approa ches zero asymptotically . Although
it may never completely dissipate, like the human mind ,
if a quasar were very far out it would be as good as gone.
Quasars, then , are staying relatively motionless and
showing a red shift because they are not quite as real or
desirable as hot hodies in these parts. Their red shift is
the simple result of partial un-beingness.
So don 't worry - the universe is not expanding into a limitless abyss. There is no 'infinity to falter in. Time
only exists and operates in our island cosmos, and although
one can move into the past and future, there is no forever
to get delocated in.
Practical Applications : work iri the red-shift field is
regressing rapidly. Would you like to make like a quasar
and back off in time? To place an advance order for a
PRSD (personal ted shift device) write to Nicholas A.Jans,
Allen Street A-4, Berwick, Maine.
Peter To rres

W.H. Auden
To the Editor:
You knew Auden very personally, very remotely .
You might touch his skin. He'd draw away even at that.
But you hardly 'ever should touch him. He was extremely
tough-minded , but fragile in the way of speaking. And I,
Stephen Spender , am speaking.
I knew him", since Oxford days. Auden was very
much senior to me. By four years, in intellect , in apparen t
approachability, in ent ire remoteness.
I 'am glad to go to a few of the places this year where
Auden should himself havo gone. I shall travel to only a
few colleges as a small 'thank you' to my friend. Mainly,
it is a delight to road you a fow of his more favorite poems
an d make a few comments on them. Auden was going to
make a huge grnnui tour . He had immense vigor, A perception of modern science that wns uncanny . He felt it somewhot as Eliot did In Murder in tha Cathedral. He rend n
tiny amount about modern science, mainly Eddington and
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Jeans. He loved to look up at distant stars. Not that any
stars could be nearby. Auden was a curious sort of quaint
man. He was quaintly Victorian, on-the-street material.
Auden's was intellectual material for anyone who pleased
on Main Street or Backes Street. He was an intellectual's
intellectual, but with a gracious quietness that touched
ordinary folk who w ould make a little effort to catch on to
what he worried about. I can myself liken him to Disraeli
on the common touch f elt by an unobvious patrician.
Auden and Dizzy, Dizzy and Auden.
I am glad to come here to your college, but I feel
like the footstool to an enthroned. I don't compare myself to such as Auden, Eliot , or Bridges. More, am I in the
coursing with Hardy the poet , Masefield the poet, or
Dylan Thomas. The last may be popular, but does not
in the least rank with Hardy or Bridges. My own poetry
is not much when I can present you with a few of the
favorite, sobering articles from W.H. Auden. How about
this? This brief one: two lines only. He was deadly funny
in that one. Then this...

• Scotland

continued frompage one

stone wall at the back of the stadium. There was a
group of kids trying to climb the fence below us, and
they would run away when a cop walked over. Towards
the end of the game I turned around and saw a policeman holding a board for a kid to climb up as he scrambled over the wall.
After the game Alec and I bought bags of french
fries at a shop that sold sandwich es and meat pies
and took a bus to the pub. It was Saturday night
and the pub was crowded. Most of those in the bar
were nearby residents and working men, with a few
wives sprinkled around the room. There was one.pretty
young woman and when she walked to the bar the
conversation would stop as the men watched her. Alec
introduced me to J ohn ; a sign painter who told me
in a confidential whisper that sign painting was an art
but that it wasn't appreciate d in Scotland, and a thin
man with glasses named Wally.
An old man came over and dumped a bag of
dominoes onto the table. They were made for blind
people ; the dots were raised. The old man demonstrate d
their use by throwing back his head, closing his eyes,
and rubbing the raised part of a piece.
"For the blind," he said, "See, they're in braile."
Wally raised his hands and stood up.
"The king is back, Muhamrned Ali, the king of
the dominoes."
We played a few sets and I began to get the feel
of the game. It reminded me of New York City, which
is the only other place I'd ever seen dominoes played.
During t he summer , in the Hispanic neighb orhoods of
the city, almost every corner is the scene of a game
played around a folding table with read y beers beside
the player's elbows.
The gomes went on and I won ten pen ce, or about
eighteen cents. A man stood at the bar talking loudly,
to an old man beside him who didn 't raise his h ead
from the operation of rolling a cigarette to listen. He
was saying that Scodand should be independent of
England , and if t h e old man d idn 't vote for the Nation- •
-list party in the next election he was a fool. He went
on to berate the English peop le as being the cause of
all Scotland's problems. I looked up as he staggered over
to our table.
"How's it going lads?" he asked.
"Allright/ ' I said. None of the others around the
table looked up.
"Haven't seen you before , "where are you from?"
"America," I said.

I want to tell you one or two things I kne-w most
personally about Auden . He died so suddenly because he
had decided not to live it out any longer. He was a remarkably lonesome person. He mollified his aloneness by
writing ppetry - writing thoughtful poems. • Wh en he
wrote, he was talking to companions. More of liis companions than not were inside, between the ears and a bit
over that scientific horizontal.
Few personages have ever been sqjonely -while
seeming at moments to be so gregarious. He was ordinarily
transcendently happy while composing. He was devoutly
somber inside of searched-out enclaves within his self.
I knew Auden fairly well f o rover thirty years.
Isherwood and I and a few others; Lord Bertrand Russell,
Minister Winston Churchill, Old Lady Astor when she used
to write for the New York Times. She, among lardly any
females, knew Auden extremely well and for many years.
It seems to me that to talk of my friend is somewhat
as if talking with a ghost who has existed remarkably long,
truly, genuinely for me and tens, of millions of readers,
who were, are, and shall be for many generations.
Auden knew that . He was glad of it, but it made no
difference to his writing. As I said, his composing was a
species of eternal companionship. He was a wonderfully

He drew back as if I had an infectious disease.
"I can't be friendly with Americans," he said. "They
was friends with the Vietnamese and they killed
half the population of the country. Half the population
No, 1 canna be too friendl y with the Americans, they
might kill me. "
"Wait a minute," I said. "That wasn't my doing.
I was against..."
I felt a kick on my shin and looked over at Alec.
"Why don't you just walk out of here now,"
Alec said. "You've interrupted, our game. I don't
want to see you in here anymore."
"I just was saying my piece," the man said.
The man staggered away and Alec turne d to me.
"It's just like in America," he said. "You don 't
talk to drunks. They 'll talk your ears right off. Just
leave 'em be. I know him, and he knows I don't
like him in here."
"Thanks," I said, shaking Alec's hand. He winked
and raised his thumb . "Let's play dominoes," he said. *
we played for the next two hours. Wally the
king won the most games. At 10:45 the bartender rang
a bell and I bought the last round of pints. At 11.00
we started to leave. Alec slapped me on the shoulder
and walked out the door. The old man who had
given us the dominoes walks me to the door and as
we leave the b_r, he turns to me and grips my hand.

intimate, sturdy , grand, companion. Wonderful. Wondering. Astonishingly natural and normal for one who was
always a tiny bit remote. Remote like the heavenly stars
he loved to watch many nights. Nights that must be a tiny
bit clouded , not clear.
One last thing ab out Auden. I am glad to come to
Colby. Auden would have and would have been so happy
in this beauty , this green , cold , sharp, wintry air. He loved
the scientific laboratory approximation of purity . That
to him was a labor of love.
I knew Auden for rather a long time. I almost
never saw him alone. I mean the opposite. I almost
never saw his intense self when another was.present. He ,
knew people so intently that only one other human must
be around at a time. Human contact , to him, was that
intense.
Prof. David Gordon Bridgman
History Dept.
Stephen Spender delivered a Gannett Lecture at
Colby in September, 1974. He talked on "The Pylon
Poets at Oxford in the 1930 's. " He focussed on Wystan
Hugh Auden (190 7-1973).

Amendment
•
continued frompage cne
pos ed representative commitee was that they were given
equal power to the Executive Board and as a result little
could be accomplished. Gorman emphasized the Represntative Commitee would not be a power bloc. ' 'We
don't want to bog down Stu-A with a cumbersome
structure." Other subcommittee recommendations in the
proposed referendum were that the Representative Committee meet at least once a month , and exchange minutes
with the Student Association.
The recommendation then went to Mohel's Committee Task Force whose thirteen members approved it
unanimously. Mohel agreed with Gorman in that the
Representative Committee should not bog down the
Student Association, but that it could serve as both a
liason between students and the Student Association.
A referendum will most likely be presented three
weeks from next Monday-the exact specifications to be
worked out at Mondays Student Association meeting.
Jud ging from the tone of last Monday 's meeting, there
are three major obstacles for the proposed referendum:
1) Whether the Representative Committee will havd
the power to submit motions to the Student Association '
2) Who will be represented on the Committee?
3) Will the Committee be established on a trial
basis?

DRINKING AGE
As most students know, the Maine drinking age was
raised on Monday. For the readers' benefits we have summari zed key points of the new law:
1) A "minor " now means someone who has not attained his 20th birthday.
2) No licensee (or his agents or employees) may
sell or give alcoholic beverages to any person visibly
intoxicated, mentally ill, or under 20 years of age.
3) Any person und er 20 years of age wh o consumes
or possesses any alcoholic beverage or attempts to
use false identification for the purpose of acquiring
' any alcoholic beverage is guil ty of a misdemeanor.
This is punishabl e by a fine of no t more t han $ 100
for t he first offense , between $50 and $100 for the
second offense, and $100 for subsequen t offense.
4) No person under the age of 20 may carry alcoholic beverages in a car which he operates, except
in die scope of his employment or at tlie request of
his parent or guardian ,
5) To be convicted of die above stipulation , the
driver must have "ac tual knowledge o£ the presence"
of the alcoholic beverage if it is outside the driver's
or passenger section of the,car (e.g. the trunk).

In order that the referendum be passed, onefourth of the student body must vote, with at least a
two-thirds majority in favor.

Do es the midterm crunch get yo u down?

Stu-A: Amendment, Oktoberfest
by Chris Congdon
The Social Life Committee of the Student
Association is one of the most visible organizations
on campus. It's responsible for much of what goes
on , and, as such , is open to widespread commentary,
good and bad ; all of which tends to come down on
the shoulders of its head, Pierce Archer. To say that
Archer is a center of controversy on campus certainly
isn't true, but as the individual who gets the credit
or takes the flack for large scale activities (like the
recent Nils Lofgren concert), he's important and well
versed in the difficulties that face the Social Life
Committee.
"The first problem is that you can 't please everybody. One 'thing inherent in the position is you 're damned
if you do and damned if you don 't. There's a certain
amount of peop le who hate rock and roll. You have
tp try to balance it all off.
"You can 't just run out and get acts. It's all
a function of what 's available in the market. It 's
(sometimes) things
(Colby) an awfully weird market
,
they're
just
timed
well.
Things like
work out right
Bonnie Raitt did really well. The Eagles were h ere ,
before they were really big, and I don 't think that did
well. Billy Cobham was here in '73 or '74, and only
200 people were there. It 's a very finicky crowd.
"Another factor is..., never more than 50% of
the campus goes to any one concert here, no matter
who it is. A great percentage of peop le there have to
be outside people. You gotta tak e into account the
tastes iri the area too. "
Colby College is a small, non-profit organization
competing in the fairly ruthless, business-minded world
of contemporary music. The Social Life committee has
to consider more than just profit, or , in the case of
a school like Colby, loss margins , while at the same
time playing ball with the business world.

"I had a tentative bid on Dave Mason... Dave Mason
was available for $10,000, which is pretty expensive, but
it would have sold out to make it worthwhile. But then
he teamed up with Kenney Loggins, and the price went up
to $20,000. Things like that are constandy changing. Half
the people (acts available for booking this summer) pulled
out, pulled tours. It happens quite fast."
On the Lofgren concert , Archer set the record
straight. The final records for the concert show a deficit
of $4,000. Some call it a "loss," others say that Stu-A
"spent " $4,000 on the concert.
"We didn 't get (all) the money back; we didn 't
quite cover the investment, but we're more than half way
through the semester and we 've used up less than half the
money in the semester's budget. It 's not a loss, it's an expenditure. The money 's there to spend , if we can get it
back, great... A lot of peop le were complaining last year
that there were no big name concerts. So that 's what this
was. If we had to spend that much money , then so be it.
"The peop le that were there had an excellent time.
There hasn 't been a big concert up.here for a year , so it
was well worth it for that. The show was good artisically,
musically, what ever you want to call it. But for all that
you 're bucking, (Like, people come up to you and say) ,
'How was the concert Pierce?' 'Well , it was great. Excellent. Where were you?' 'Well, I had a test, on Tuesda)
Stu ff like- that. Even if you don 't really know what Nils
Lofgren is, $3.50 is like a couple of drinks down at Up
Front. How do you reach people like that? You don 't.
"I think it was a success , personally. A lot of it
was riding on me because I'm still in the process of
building up an organization. When I took over he
(Archer 's predecessor) threw up all those files at me and
said it 's your baby, do you have any questions? At that
point , I wasn't in a position to say, well, what about pub-

Pie rce Archer On Social Lif e
By Jane Eklanc!

During its Monday , October 24 meeting. Stu-A members debated a referendum proposed by the Committee
Task Force. The proposal suggests tlie formation of a
representative committee , composed of one person from
each dormitory, fraternity , and 50-student bloc of offcampus people. Further discussion on tlie referendum
was tabled until next week's meeting.
Director of Student Activities : Pat Chasse, reported
on last Friday 's Oktoberfest. Permission was given last
week for the Oktoberfest with the stipulations: drinking
would not start before 4:30 PM , no drinking would be
done outside, ID's would be checked, alternative beverages
would be provided , and monitors would insure that th ese
rules be follr 'cd. According to Chasse, many of the
fraternities igm. H some or all of these stipulations .
Stu-A members noted similar occurrances at InterFraternity Council (IFC) sponsore d parties in the past, but
some added that there are no alternatives because the IFC
is the only group that will organize large activities.
Chasse said that because of the Oktoberfest 's failur e
organization for future carnivals may be difficult. He

suggested that organization for the winter carnival start
now.
Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel announced that
the Task Force has received 116 applicants for 42 positions. He said the most popular committees are the Adminstration Committee, the EPC, the Admissions Committee, die Financial Policies Committee and the Rights and
Rules Committee, He said that interviews will start within the next week .
He also said Prof, Clarey , the Chairperson of the
Bookstore Committee , has brought a motion to the Adminstrative Committee to broaden his committee ' s scope.
The Ri ghts and Rules Committee will be meeting soon to
decide on its future .
Two announcements were made ; diat all board
members except the Public Information Chairperson are
required to wri te an annual report to be distribute d lo the
student body, th e administration , and the faculty ; and
that there will be a Jazz concert by Pat Metheny on November 5 in Given Auditorium.
Next Monday 's meeting will be held at 9:00 in Da na
Lounge .

licity, for inst ance? So 1 m like trying to build up the
organization (while) trying to pull this concert off:
so a lot of it was just on top of me. The concert , productionwise, went off without a hitch... When 1 do one of these
it 's a learning experience for me."
Long range predictions are a notorious pitfall in
the business, but because of the long range planning involved , we can speak of tentative plans underway for various
events to take place this semester, and next.
"At this point there 's going to be a jazz concert
on November five , probably at Given , with Pat Mahaney,
who's a jazz guitarist. He used to p lay with Gary Burton
He (Mahaney) has a trio. After that there'll be some smaller
groups, or some dance type situations. "
"Next semester I plan on having a lot more say on the
carnivals, so we can get some big scale enertainment for
that Essentially, it's a holding pattern for next semester,
because Foss is such a pain to work with , and the facilities around here are so obnoxious. Next semester, after Jan
Plan, the Pub will be going... there'll be somebody in there
once a weekend , at least. Plus the new Dining hall will be
open for coffee-house situations, and two or three concerts
next semester, whether in conjuction with the carnivals or
not ."
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Ital ian Menu
Pizza and Italian Grinders
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Discover

Z_Z_^taRJ 33
We 've got somethin g in store
for you!
Contemporary Fashion Apparel , Home
Accessories and Gifts for the entire family .

RU STY W I N T E R S
spor t s
Come in and visit our new raquets proshop and our new hockey proshop.
Still carry full line of al I sporting needs plus hiking boots .
The Conc ourse
Waterville, Mc.

,

Downtown Waterville , Maine
872-2280
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"Desire " Pre view
by Brigette Raquet

Eugene O'Neill's admirers will not want to miss
upcoming college dram atic production of his "Desire Under
the Elms." Trie show will run on three consecutive nights,
November 3rd through November 5th. All shows will be at
8 p.m. and it will be possible to hook seats in advance.
Those interested in making reservations are advised to call
the campus switchboard for the new theatre box number.
The box office will open at 7 p.m.
Many critics have considered "Desire Under the Elms'
to be O'Neill's most successful effort as a playwright. Although considered somewhat of a "shocker" in the twenties
due to its sexual implications, the play is actually one of
the best expressions of O'Neill's view of human life. Specifically, the play deals with three characters living together on
a New Englan d farm in 1850. Ephraim Cabot, seventy-five
years old, brings home a new wife, Abbie, who is half his
age. She becomes the main antagonist of the play's action ,
instigating further trouble with memories of his mother.
O'Neill points out that in Abbie is "... the same unsettled,
untamed, desperate quality which is so apparent in Eben. "
A relationship between the two is inevitable, but the consequences are cataclysmic. Additionally, there is always the
strong presence of Ephraim prevailing over the action. Ephraim is consumed by passion for the land be has laboriously
toiled over for forty years. All these elements combine for
a truly moving theatrical experience.
Will Hussung, who is by now familiar to many as Colby's actor-in-residence, will play the role of Ephraim Cabot.
Eben Cabot and Abbie Putnam, who becomes Abbie Cabot,
will be played by two Colby stu dents, Mark Weatherly and
Esme McTighe respectively. Both have had previous acting
experience at Colby, though this production will probably
be a theatrical breakthrough for both. The play is under
the direction of Professor Irving Suss.
Richard Uchita, the play's Stage Manager, says of the
production , "It's going very well. The main purpose for
bringing in Will Hussung was to teach the people in the play
something about professional acting. Even if the play itself
should fail, the importance is that the people involved, both
technically and dramatically, have learned something. I've
already learned a lot."

announci ng..
SOBU will present "Tales of the Crypt" on Octob er
29 in Lovej oy 100 at 7:30 and 10:00. Admission will be
charged.
On Friday, October 28, Stu-A films will presnt
The Day of the Locust, starring Donald Sutherland
and Karen Black. The film will be shown in Lovejoy 100
at 7:00 and 9:30, admission will be charged.

POETRY CONTEST OFFERS $1000 PRIZE
A $1000 grand prize will be awarded in the Poetry
'Competition sponsored by the World of Poetry, a
monthly newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any subject are eligible
to compete for the grand prize or for 49 other cash or
merchandise awards.
Says contest direct or, Joseph Mellon, "We arc
encouraging poetic talent of every kind, aad expect
our contest to prpduce exciting discoveries."
Rules and official entry forms are available by
writing to World of Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd.,
Dept. A, Sacramento, California 95817.

== theatre

Conversations..•
by Liz Shackford

The residency of Will Hussung affords the Colby
community a uni que opportunity . An accomplished
actor, Mr. Hussung is in residence at Colby for five weeks.
During this time, he will be guest lecturing in classes and
rehearsing for his role as Ephraim Ca"bot in "Desire Under
the Elms," a "Powder and Wig " production scheduled for
November 3, 4, and 5.
He brings with him a vast amount of acting experience. Beginning in the west, at the San Antonio Little
Theatre, where he acted and directed, he moved on to
form the first semi-professional company in that city, the
River Street Playhouse. After a stint in the Air Corps and
work in the Armed Forces Radio Service, he moved to
New York City and embarked upon a. professi onal acting
career at the age of forty.
He has been busy ever since, working in all mediums
On Broadway his appearances include, Arthur Miller's
"The Crucible," the musical "Anchors Aweigh ," with
the King Sisters and "First Lady " with Helen Gahagan
Douglas. Perhaps the most interesting experience of
his career thus far, was working with Sir Laurence Olivier
and Anthony Quinn in "Beckett. "
On television he has made over 200 guest appearances anckhad running parts in eight major soap operas.
His face is also familiar from numerous commercials for
which he has won a Cleo, Bronze Lion and the ANI

lAgft
On Sunday, October 30 at 4:00 pm, a concert will
be presented. The program is entitled "The Music of Haydn and Mozart." Performing will be John Rynne, playing
trumpe t, flutist Jean Rosenblum and Adel Heinrich will play
the organ. All three have been or are currently Colby faculty. The performanccJn the Lorimer Chapel promises to
be a good one.

WMHB is now on in the morning at 6 AM with some
special programming to look for:
12-1 PM The Great Lunchtime Escape with ja zz,
classical, and folk music.
6-7 PM The News and Inf ormation Hour with the
latest news of the day from the WMHB news staff and

APR

6 PM Saturday The Classic Album Hour this week/
Days of Future Passed by the Moody Blues.

7-10 PM Satu rday & Sunday The Weekend Show
with The Outlaws on Sat. & Yes on Sun.
6-7 PM Sunday The Golden Age of Rock&Roll
featuring music from the 60's
Also this week WMHB will present Colby football from
Lewiston where the Mules face the Bates Bobcats, and
next week from Boston the Mules -versus Tufts, also
live on WMHB.

award. He has several films to his credit as well.
But more important than his list of credits and
individual accomplishments, Will Hussung brings with him
the knowledge that can only come from years of experience in the "business" of acting. His easy-going approacl
to life and warm sense of humor make him a great person to talk to, regardless of one's interest in acting per se.
This combination , of experience and willingness to share
it, offers an opportunity not to be missed at Colby.
One has the chance to learn, first hand , how an
actor is able to maintain financial stability as well as
artistic fulfillment, in a profession that looks to an outsider like a glittering game of chance. And, in between
serious glimpses, he'll tell you about his sled-dog team or
position as layreader at Christ and St. Stephens Church
in New York , his tour with Groucho Marx in "Time for
Elizabeth ," or his daughter, an aspiring actress. I enjoyed
an afternoon with Will Hu ssung, and was totally enrapt.
He is a storehouse of funny stories and gentle wisdom. So
often Colby seems to be a cultural vacuum , that an
opportunity such as this must be taken now or lost

Sk yny rd Recalle d
by Peter Teiteibau m
Th is article is a eulogy for the Southern rock group
Lynyrd Skynyrd , which was decimated by a plane crash .
last Thursday. Killed were Ronnie Van-Zant, tlie lead
singer and songwriter, Steve Gaines, a lead guitarist, singer, and songwriter, and his sister Cassie Gaines, a background singer. Leon Wilkeson , the bass player , is still in
critical condition ; and the other members of the group,
including Allen Collins arid Gary Rossington, both lead
guitarists, Billy Powell, keyboardist, and Artiirius Pyle,
drummer, are in stable condition.
Lynyrd Skynyrd had just released their sixth album,
ironically entided Street Survivors, and was on their way
to Baton Rouge to perform their fifth concert of a four
month U.S. tou r , when the plane they were travelling in
ran out of fuel and crashed in a hardwood thicket in Gillsburg, Miss.
Lynyrd Skynyrd had Humble beginnings. The original band consisted of several Jacksonville, Florid a musicians who had played together in high school. The group
was named after Ronnie Van-Zant's high school gym teach
er, a redneck named Leonard Skinner. The group began
its professional career on the Southern club and bar circuit, and were soon signed to a contract by MCA Records.
"Pronounced Leh-nerd Skin-nerd ," the group 's first album ,
was the result.
A second album , Second Helping, was released in
1974. From this album was culled a single, "Sweet Home
Alabama," which rose high on the charts and firmly established Skynyrd as a major band. "Saturday Might Special," a song protesting hand guns , also was a big hit.
Skynyrd continued to tour extensively, and built
up quite a following. A third album, Nmhun' F ancy,
was made , and was well received.
Tlie fourth album, Gimme Back my Bullets, also
sold well, Skynyrd then acquired guitarist Gaines, and
started their famous 1976 tour. A live album was recorded and released in late 1976.
By now, Skynyrd was one of the most popular
bands in the country. The back-woods appeal of the barefooted Van-Zant, and the band's skillful guit ar players had
ha d won th e group a legion of fans. .
The new Skynyrd album represents a slight change
of style for tlie group ! Gone are most of the long, frenzied guitar solos that were the trademark of Skynyrd. Instead, there are meandering solos by the guitarists, and
Van-Zant's vocals' tend to dom inate the album, The entire band sounds tighter than ever.
In conclusion , it is a shame th at a band so accom". •
plished as Skynyrd had to die in their priril'e,

Tilbury
In Review

music

by S. Sprague

John Tilbury 's intriguing concert Oct. 21 in Given
Auditorium, sponsored by Colby College Student Association-Cultural life, was performed in front of a small, but at
tentive audience. The first half of the program was a selection composed by John Cage, one of the first pioneers in
20th century musical development, entitled "Sonatas and
Interludes for Prepared Piano." Within the framework of
this piece, one was able to discern a kind of experimentation with tradition al music to achieve ne-w sounds. One
method of attaining these novel sounds is through the use c
prepared piano, which entails putting screws, bolts, and erasers over the strings of the instrument, thus enlarging its
sound dimensions. The p iece itself had strange and exotic
overtones, strongly hearkening to Cage's interest in Indian
dance and Buddhism , with the pronounced emphasis on
beat and rhythm, almost tropical in its suggestions.

In the second p iece, Opus 33a, by composer Arnold
Schoenberg, one heard a return to a more conventional
sound with a studied emphasis on pan-tonality. The dynam
ics of this piece changed radically when compared with the
chronologically later Cage piece and one was conscious of
the composer 's grasping toward a new dimension of sound
in music.
The third and final p iece was simply entitled "Keyboard Studies" by Terry Riley. Tilbury was amazing in his
capacity to translate a Dorian mode to a linear pattern in
music, displaying a consummate skill in playing an overlay
of notes to a pre-recorded tape. This required effort and
diligent concentration on the part of the listener, whose
audial perception kept focusing in upon a harmonic Mnd of
resonance.

= rim review=

Colby Music Series
Prese nts
Ruth Lare do

"Rose Garde n "

By Lisa PVlcDonough

On Wednesday, November 2, the Colby Music Series
will proudly present a remarkably talented pianist, Ruth
Laredo.
Miss Laredo is a specialist in the music of the French
and Russian schools ; her program will show the extent of
her talent in this area. She will be playing several pieces
by Chopin , Scriabin , Rachmaninoff and Ravel, masters of
these traditions. This program is an ambitiou s variety of
pieces to be played by a talented performer.
Ruth Laredo was born in Detroit , studied with Rudol ph Serkin at the Curtis Institute of Music and made her
New York Orchestral debu t with Leopold Stokowski and
the American Symphony. She has soloed with all the major American orchestras and has made her nam e as one of
the most talented pianists in the world today. Her perform
ance should be one of the most worthwhile and exciting of
the Music Scries and will take place Wednesday , November
2 at 8:00 pm in Given Auditorium.

== review ==
Stones Roll
NewAlbum
by Chris Con gdon

A critic once said , that to say you didn 't like
t he R olling St ones was ". . . to boast that you don 't
like rock and roll itself." That may be an assertion
which overstates the point, bu t it is t rue t o a great
extent. Especially when applied to the new album
Love You Live. It can be cri t icized , improved .upon ,
overpriced, overpromoted, enj oyed , or used as a frlsbce ,
but if you don 't like it,- in you r Rock and Roll soul,
you're spiritually over the hill.
It's apparent from the opening seconds of side
one tha t t he record is at least abou t the Rolling Stones,
mind and body (if not heart and soul), not a self-indulgent look back at a rock and roll myth. Through
noises which resemble the soundtrack of a Chinese
New Year celebrat ion , we can just make out the opening strains of Aaron Copland's "Fanfare for the Common
Man". The massive drums howl , firecracker burst, people

In these three modern pieces, Tilbury presented an
extremely balanced concert. Starting with mid 20th century Cage, progressing to the earlier Schoenberg and then to
the contemporary Riley , he covered the full spectrum of
music in this century. He was able to explore its subde cvolution to the fullest , not merely in the conventional sense
of melody and harmony, but in the entirely new realm of
dimensional sound.
John Tilbury is currently artist-in-residence at the
Center for Creative and Performing Arts in Buffal o, New
York , on leave from his teaching position at London University.

American Pianist Ruth Laredo

explode, as the Rolling Stones take the stage. This is
the perfect Rolling Stone contradiction: Common man
indeed! The Stones have always assimilated working
class airs because it was central to their interpretation
of Black American music. They are by lineage middle
class whites, however, ahd by nature and capitalist
success, bohemian, Thus, we have the Rolling Stones
presenting themselves to the European masses as
"common men ", in an atmosphere of ridiculous pomp
and circumstance. Add to this the implied humor,
and t hen an insist en t and wonderful Honky Tonk
Woman. It's simply perfect.
Th e music is basic, straight-forward rock and roll,
taken mostly from the post-Exile on Main Street era.
Jaggcr.slurs, spits , and inar t i cula tes t he lyrics wit h a
fluidi ty which helps communica t e t he physi cal presence
we cannot see. The set's standards are particularly
anti-pronounced , os if years of singing them had
spawned a new language of rock , the understanding
of which is partially auditory, partially mystical. This
excess Jaggcr is allowed, because he inven ted it, because he has survived it, because he is Jaggcr.
Otherwise, the Stones are who they are: Richards,
Wood, Watts, Wyman, Prest on , Stewart, and Brown.

by Sav Zembillas and Gerrit White
Although competing with "Smokey and the Bandit "
and "Rollercoaster," "I Never Promised You A Rose Garden " stands out as the movie to be seen this week at the
Cinema Center. It is a good movie, though far from great;
serious students of cinema will be quick to fault its uneven
and derivative direction , its sometimes maudlin script, and
its shallow attempts at profundity . But even the most critical will forgive the movie's many shortcomings in part, because of an overwhelmingly powerful performan ce by Kathleen Quinlan, brilliant as a sixteen«year old schizop hrenic in
a mental hospital for women. Quinlan is supported by a
strong cast, particularly noteworthy is Bibi Anderson , Ingmar Bergman 's protege, who lends considerable style and
dignity to the psychiatrist/miracle worker stereotype.
Not the female "Cuckoo's Nest" its distributors would
have you believe, "Rose Garden " presents a frig htening,
vivid , and enli ghtening chronicle of a battle of the forces
within and outside of this girl's mind. Again , well worth
seeing.

Their musicianship is, in a sense, predictible. Alternately sloppy and tight , they seek to captu re the youth
of rock and roll one moment , and the rush of professionalsim the next. Occasionally the loose approach
wanders beyond it 's usefullness, but the tightness
never fails them.
The most appropriate and heartening beauty of the ent ire w ork, Ihowever, is the perf ormanc e and presence of Keith
Ri chards. His creative energy is felt through out the entire
album , to a point where it equals that of Jaggcr. His play ing
is awesome, overpowering oil other muscians, but on solo's in
Happy. SFTD i and especially Brown Sugar he soars leaving

the band on the ground. He shines in all selections, but it is
in Happy , his own composition , that he best captures the feel
ing and rush of rock and roll. It opens with the play ful riffs
of the studio version, then breaks'away , as Richards leads the
hand in an unlimited joyous rendition, aided by an up front
mix of Richard 's lead , nnd his truely incompetent vocalizing.
If t his is his last al b um , which I simply do not believe,
then at least we con close the book on Richards and the
Stones with a creative flourish. If the band is alive then they
have legitimitized their continued existence in the 70's and
laid foundations for the future.

Maisel On The Issues
Interviewed by N ancy J. Paterson

Photos by Geoff Parker

EMPLOYMENT
ECHO: Sandy, I know that you have a great deal of interest in the upcoming Congressional race and I would
like to impose on you for your opinions on a few of the
major issues. One national issue, which I am sure will be
of concern to the voters next year is the question of unemployment and job opportunities.
MAISEL:
I think one of the ways that you can be most
critical of the Carter administration is the fact th at they
don't have, as of yet, a well laid out economic development program for the country. The last two weeks, the
Black Caucus and Senator Humphrey's staff have been
talking to the President about the Humphrey-Hawkins
Bill and what the goal would be for unemploymen t in
the near future, 1981 particularly. The Humphrey-Hawkins Bill calls for 4% unemployment. If the unemployment figure goes down to 4%, Maine's unemployment
is going to be in a reasonable range. You know, it's an
important issue. I think one of the votes that Congressman Emery cast in the spring of this year was a vote
which would have set aside some counter-cyclical relief
aid for various communities and given more to variou s
states, allocating it on a state by state basis. It would
have given more to states with unemployment over 6.9%
We have unemployment over 6.9% so it would help the
state of Maine. He [Emery] voted against that. I think
that that has to be a priority item for the Congress.

DEFENSE
ECHO: There has been a good deal of criticism of the
Defense system in the "United States and the n ear depen
dence of much of our major industries on the Defense
system.
r

MAISEL: I am very much in favor of cutting back the
defense industry . I have said th at for as long as I have
been involved in politics. But I'd also be pushing
for a "Save Loring Air Force Base" scheme. And the
reason is that what the Pentagon frequend y d oes, and
what they have done in this case, is simply to say "we
are taking away. . ."--I can 't remember exactly the
number of jobs -with no program laid out for what
you do for those peop le, ft seems to me Emery is hel ping to save Loring. 1 think th at is a responsible position
The more responsible position , which is the one that I
would hope to take, would be to work with the Department of Labor and with the defense industry and say,
"Okay s if we are going to cut out some jobs then we
have an obligation to help the employment situ ation of
that community." That 's n ot just Maine, it 's all over
th at country where they are closing military bases wh ich
I approve of but , you can 't just do th at because it has
a terribly negative effect on the local cconom ies.
ECHO : Can we move to the subject of Defense in general?
MAISEL: I was at the '76 Democratic convention and
1 was certainly in favor of those people who were talking
about a 10% across the board cut in the Defense Budget.
I think it 's p ossibl e , I think there's a tremendou s am ount
of waste in the defense bud get. I think that Carter is
working on tha t b u t i t's n ot going to happen overnight,
it can 't happen overnight. The answer is to stimulate the
economy in a way that there is going to be domestic uses
for, essentially, the heavy industries in southern California and in the state of Washington. But I think things like
the B-l bomber have to be cut. 1 think the size of the
army has to be cut. I think it is a false issue and a jingoistic issue. I think I would be willing to cut our defenses
further dian the President , bu t there are so many people

who aren t wuhng to go even that far that I think the
President's point of view is sort of a minimal position .
How many times do we have to be able to kill? Certainly
we want sophisticated weaponry, but we don 't want it if
that means the Army competing against the A he Force against the Navy to see who is the most sophisticated. We
want one integrated weapons and defense system. I don 't
believe in first strike strategies; that's 'Dr. Strangelove,'
as far as I'm concerned. It has to be an integrated defense system and, you start from there, but you don 't
have all this overkill and you don 't use the military to
stimulate your economy because when you do that, the
long-term answer is an economic disaster.

•

—ENERGY

ECHO: Sandy, I know that I, for one, am not particularly looking forward to tiiis winter. The prognosis is for a
long and cold one. Maine suffered during the Energy Crisis. What are your feelings on energy?
MAISEL: My problem is, as I've said before, I believe and
1 have always believed, that it is irresponsible for somebody in politics, or someone talking out on public policy,
to say 'no' without proposing an alternative solution.
That is essentially what Senator Wuskie just said in addressing Dickey-Lincoln, I agree with his complaint, not
his analysis. Congressman Emery is in favor of nuclear
power. He is saying no to Dickey-Lincoln and is taking
the lead in th at and I respect him for that , and I think
for the right reasons. - He has said that the alternative he
favors is nuclear power. Essentially he does not fear
buil ding another nuclear power plant or expanding Maine
Yankee-as I understand his position- and sending power
elsewhere from th at point. I am opposed to nuclear power until I am convinced that there are sufficient safeguards in terms of controlling nuclear waste and potential
environmen tal disaster should there be an accident. I' m
very interested in the statement the President made yesterday about an international nuclear waste pool that he
is talking about developing; I simply don 't know enough
about it at this point. But anyway, I'm against DickeyLincoln , I'm against nuclear power and there is a very
clear energy problem in the state of Maine. People in rural areas of Maine that make $6-7,000 a year, p ay ing
$1,000 in fuel bills, that's unconscionable as far as I am
concerned. That leaves me in a dilemma; I'm in the exact position I don 't like to be in , saying no without having an answer. I think Quoddy should be looked at very
carefull y and Gov. Longley, who I do not agree with often , has said the same tiling: that we ought to look at
Quodd y, harnessing the tides in the Passamaquoddy Bay
and the Bay of Fundy. I think it ought to be a priority
item because it clearl y is environmentally the least disasterous energy source it seems to me.
What I have done, and an approach that I plan to
take, and I think it 's a responsible approach , is I have
asked two or three people to get together a group of people in the state who arc on opposite sides, differing sides
of this question. I have asked Roberta Weil, who was Gov
Curtis' Commissioner of Business and Industry-I think
one position that she held in the Curtis administration
was Vice-chairman of the Commission on Maine's FutureI'vc asked her if she would convene a, grou p of experts ,
who clearly know more about this than I do, to sit around and help mc bat out a posi tion paper that I can be
pr oud of: that isn 't taking the 'no ' stand , but is taking a
'yes' stand.

WELFARE—
ECHO: I am not from Maine. I don 't know much about
th e welfare issue in Maine. I've be en t ravellin g ar oun d
the state this fall and , from what I' ve seen , I would suppose that the Welfare issue - food stamps or something
of that sort - can be, potentially, a major issue.
MAISEL: When George Mitchell ran for Governor three

years ag o, he had as a theme of his campaign essenti ally

that there were two Maines. And there arc two Maines.

There is t he weal t hy Maine , many of whom are either old

Yankees or recent immigrants to this state, m any of
whom live on the coast. Their primary concern is environment and making sure that , if we have new industry,
it's clean industry. There is another Maine, which is the
people who live near or under the poverty level, are '
unemployed or underemployed, some of whom live in
the fri ghteningly poor shacks and trailers th at you see if
you drive down almost any rural road where the children
are underclothed, underfed; many of them are AF DC
families on foodstamps, do not have work. Many of
these peoples want work but cannot find jobs.
My general feeling on the Welfare issue is that our
Welfare program does not work. I am afraid of it
not working, not because I have this great fear of a few
Welfare cheats , I don 't like that there are Welfare cheats,
but rather because I think that there is going to be a
very conservative reaction against the entire Welfare issue
by the peop le who are having a rough time, but who are
not on Welfare , they are going to react against these few
Welfare cheats. Consequently, I think that the President's
proposal is a very good one. The key element of the
proposal is creating j obs and saying to people that
if a job is provided for them, that they have to take that
job or they will no longer qualify Tor Welfare benefits.
I'm a little hesitant about some porti ons of it because
it almost looks like it 's a "big brother is watching you "
kind of image. It isn't earning your "Welfare because
you are being paid more than you -would be paid on
Welfare. That's one of the problems with the Welfare

system today, many people say that it does not pay to
go off Welfare, it doesn 't pay to go off Welfare. There '
one element that I don 't think is in the President's plan
which has been pushed in Congress without Presidential
backing and is crucial for solving the Welfare issue in
this country as far as I am concerned: the whole qu estion of Day Care centers.
As I think you know, and as many people who
know me know, that 1 have been •very concerned as a
political issue and as an ideological issue with the role of
women in American society . And it seems to me that
when on the one hand you have nearly the same percentage of women as men as breadwinners, and an in credibly hi gh proportion of one-parent families , and this problem of people on welfare who wan t to work and , on
the other han d, you have these people saying that there
are j obs there to be found. Well, you can t have a job
if you do n 't have something that you can do with your
chil dren that you are satisfied with: that your children
are going to be well cared for. Mary Lou and I both
work, and both of us work much more than 40 hour
we eks , particularly this year. It is a very serious problem
in the community of Waterville, to h ave children cared
¦
for, There is no public way, that our children even pay
ing for a public institution - can be cared for while we
are working. We have come up with a solution that we
arc satisfied with...but not cosily. And it would be very
hard for a one-parent family to do it. The Day Care
Center Bill went through , I t hink , the Fori.! Administra- ,
t ion , and it was vetoed. It is such a crucial clement in
solving the welfare problem. I think it 's in the Carter
plan , I h aven 't read the entire plan , I' ve seen the press
releases. It 's not as much in the front as a real national
issue as it should be. It would he really beneficial for
the state of Maine.

-ON HIS FUTURE PLANS

—

ECHO: W ell, I must admit .that we've beaten around
the bush long enough. I have a question for you and I
will be amazed if you answer straight-forwardly. Are
you going to run for Congress next year?
MAISEL: I have registered as a candidate in the Democratic primary for the First Congressional District. I
have not officially announced my candidacy. One has?
to register according to the Federal Elections Commission
once one has the intention of raising a thousand dollars
in any calendar year. Therefore, I clearly am a candidate
for office in that I have the intention of raising a $1000 ;
nore than that, I've done it. I have not formed a political committee, and I have not raised a great deal of
money. I have ever)' intention of doing both of those.
If, however at the end of this month, I don 't think that
I can raise that money , I would retain the option of
pulling back , of not wasting my money or my family's
money or any of our efforts.
I have a lot of people working for me. The onlyother candidate in the "campaign knows that I am seriously considering running. I would say that I would be very
suprised if I were not a can didate . It is not an impossibility, but I would be very suprised if I were not a candidate. There are a number of students on the campus
who'd be equally surprised.

can relate to.
ECHO: OK. Now you've brought up the question of
background in a roundabout way. Emery is a native of
Maine, you are a professor of government at Colby college. You went to Harvard. Do you think that there
will be a problem?
MAISEL: It won 't be a great problem in the primary , be
cause the man against wh om I'm running graduated, from
Harvard the year before I did and then went to Columbia
at approximately the same time I did. He's a lawyer and
if there 's anything worse than being a college professor,
it 's being a lawyer.
As a member of the State House of R epresentatives, I think he will use experience as an issue
against me, but I don 't think the State House is held
in very hi gh repute, by the voters. I toyed with the idea
of shedding the college professor's image. And I've
become convinced that these people who write about
politics in the state of Maine, that their fingers are now
programmed to write ColbyCollegeProfessorSand y Maisel
as if my first name were ColbyCollegeProfessorSandy,
and then Maisel. And that 's a fact. Hey, I'm prou d I'm
a Colby College Professor. 1 love this p lace and I love
teaching here, so I don 't have any problems with that.
The problem that one has is the image of the ivorytower idealist who , when he descends below the Messalonskee, can 't hack it. I don 't think I have that image.,
and I don 't think it is an image that would be easy to
stick on me. I've been down there : IVe been in the
real world of politics-, I've been in Washington and have
worked in a very intense political situation. I also
learned an awful lot about the business community while
I was there. What I've decided that I have to do is to
use the image of College Professor. I have expertise . I
have more expertise abou t the Congress than does my
primary opponent and , I would say , more expertise than
the incumbent Congressman. I think that when I was
working on the Obey Commission , I learned more about
the Congress than David Emery 's been able to le arn in
his three years down there. Another aspect is that, if I
have a hundred kids out knocking on doors, ringing door
bells on -weekends and evenings , getting nothing financially for it , with no promise of anything in the future ,
then those kids have to think that there 's something
abou t me that is worth doing that for. If they feel that
way, then they can get the point . across to the people
to whom they are talking.

ECHO: The Colb y student body , not necessarily as a
whole, hut a large proportion of it is going to be very
importan t to you .
ECHO: From what I've heard running around the campus, yes I think that 's probably very true.
MAISEL: I'll give you a straighter answer. I don 't
believe in playing games. I haven 't announced my candidacy officially yet because I don 't know how one
announces ones candidacy most effectively. I want to
be sure that the first image that the state has- of me as
a candidate is one th at 1 can sustain. Maybe the responsible position is the one that Mark Gartley, the secretary
of State who is running for Congressman in the 2nd
district took.
What Gartley said is ' If 1 run for anything, I'm"
going to run for Congress and I' m going to. run for some
thing." But he didn 't say that as his announcement.
Well that 's really the situation I' m in, I'm going to run.
I'm going to run because I think it will make a differ
encc in terns of the kind of representation , we have in
the House. I think that if there's a Democra t who ca.i
beat David Emery, it 's me,
I have access to a large number of students who
arc doing a lot of work for me , to whom I am eternall y
grateful. What that means is that I can run a person to
person campaign and sell myself , or have peopl e wh o
kn ow me well, sell me. I don 't think you can beat
David Emery with a media campaign and I doji't think
y ou want to run a media campaign in the State of
Maine. I . don 't think that you can beat Emery unless
you can convince the people that the person who is
ninning against him, based on personality as well as on
issues , is a better person. You know, he 's a na tive
Mainer, he 's a nice guy, he takes care of his constituams
bu t he is one of the least effective members of the U.S.
Congress as far as I'm concerned. You can 't sell that
as an issue to people who want to know somebody they

MAISEL: I would not win without them. It gives me
a lot of problems and maybe the ECHO is a good foru m
to express my views on those problems. 1 set down a
number of ground rules. I have, since 1 have been here,
sponsored January programs for people working in political campaigns. 1 will not sponsor a Jan Plan for people
working in my political campaign. 1 think that is wrong.
I have gone well beyond half way in segregating
anything that is done on my campagin from anything
that I do in my office. As a government professor. I
h ave , in past y ears , used Colby 's WATS line to talk to
pe ople in government around the state of Maine. That 's
one of the ways that I have kept contact. . This helps me
bring Bill Hathaway to speak to my class or I can have
Bob Monks, a Republican who ran .against Margaret
Chase Smith and later against Mu skie, to come to spe ak
to the class. I've had a number of people come when
th ey were very relevan t and important as guest speakers.
That 's h ow I' ve maintained the contacts. Since I've
returned from Washington, 1 hav e not picked up that
phone once on anything remotely political , i j ust don 't
think the college wants to get in that position and I
don 't want to put the college in it.
ECHOr I'd like to shi ft gears for just a minute, I've met
y our famil y i how will y our plans affect them?
MAlSELi I've been involved with too many campai gns
where the can didate 's family suff ered tremendously in
order for the candidate to boost his or her own ego. Some
of tha t is inevitable. I made a decision that 1 am going to
sleep in my home so tha t when my children wake up in
the morning, I'm there. 1 have friends throughou t the dis-

trict. I could just collapse on somebody 's couch , but I
really do think it's important for Dana and Josh to have
me there. I also have taken and will continue to take
them with me.
I don 't want to exclude my children , and when I
go away on weekends. I take them with me. If some
body doesn 't understand , then they don 't understand an
awful lot about the kind of member of Congress I'd be.
Because I'm not going to be the kind of member of Congress who deserts his family. I'll come back from Washington as much as necessary. I'm going to come back to
discuss issues, and I'm going to come back to make sure
the people realize that I 'm there to talk to them, that I
listen. Because 1 do listen. There 's an awful lot that I
don 't know anything about. You have to listen , thit's the
only way I can learn.
But I'm not going to come back simply to keep a
record of coming back every weekend. David Emery is
a bachelor, he has nobody else that he has any responsibility to, he comes home every weekend; good for him!
It strikes me that he doesn 't have any experience with an
awful lot of wh at the real world is about because of that.
I think that makes him a worse Congressman. It might
make him more electable , but it doesn 't make him a
better Congressman. I Intend to be a better Congressman
ECHO: You indicate that you intend to be a good Congressman. Can you elaborate for me?
MAISEL: There 's going to be times when I am going to
make decisions that are not electable decisions. That ' s
not what I understan d the role of a Congressman to be.
If somebody who is working for me takes a position different than mine , well then , good. If he or she feels
strongly about it then he or she can come tal k to me and
maybe I'll change my mind. Maybe I won 't. At least we'll
know that we 've talked and that we have an understan ding of each other 's positions. There are lots of students
who work for me who disagree with me on the fundamental issues. 1 know they disagree with each other.
They know that I'm going to listen to those positions
and if I'm swayed. I 'll say so: if I'm not swayed, then
I' m not going to tell you that I am. I just don 't believe
in doing that.
1 think that tlie role of a Congressman is clearly an educati onal role. If 1 tried to treat people right and
they said 'don 't ratif y it I'd still vote to ratify it. If a
Congressman doesn 't know more about comp lex issues like
that than he ' s not doing his job . As soon as you get an
issue down to pure emotionalism , then you 've really taken away the importan t part of that issue.
ECHO: I really appreciate the time you 've spen t with us,
Sandy. Thank you very much.
The ECHO recentl y interviewed Prof essor Sand y
Maisel of the G overnment Department. The previous interoiew is an abbreviated version of an hour long interview
with Professor Maisel.
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Outing Cl u b
Pro mises Sunshine

As The Yankees Go,
So Goes The Nation

by Gary Winer and Tim Hunt

by Aaron Lebenger

Last week, while the Big Apple was rejoicing the
Yankee World series triumph, Waterville was quietly acknowledging the cl ose of another uneventful baseball season. It seems that despite the Bronx Bombers affiliation
with the American League, fans in this area are only satis-fie d if their beloved Bosox win. To these diehards, I suggest that they cast off their allegiance and root for the
Yankees every year. Now, before you quibble with this
seemingly preposterous utterance (thank you, Howard) lets
look at the facts that support my suggestion.
The New York Yankees won 'their first pennant in
1921 and went on winning with their infamous Murderer's
Row of Ruth , Gerhig, Lazzeri, et al. Concurrently, America was experiencing an unprecedented prosperity which is
today oft-referred to as "the Roaring Twenties."
However, in the years 1929 through '31, the Philadel p hia Athletics, piloted by Cornelius McGillicuddy, and
led by catcher Mickey Cochrane and outfielde r Al "Foot in
the Bucket" Simmons, won three straight pennants despite
the fact that America was simultaneously plunging into "the
Great Depression." The Yanks retained their tide in '32 aiid
'36-FDR's election years-but, in between, America floundered economically and spiritually.
The U.S. began to pull out of its slump as the Yankees
won pennants in '37, '38, and '39. World War II proved
that the Yankee Doppler effect only goes as far as the U.S.
border: the Yanks won th ree pennan ts and America emerged victorious on both Atlantic and Pacific fronts.

Orbiting:
One cra zy fad that evolved during the Yanks' heyday.
The pest-war years were dominated by the Yankees
Dynasty of Stengel , Dimaggio, Mantle, Ford and Pepirone.
Cries of "Brea k up the Yankees" were heard during this en
bu t. then again , these people didn 't realize how in tegral t he
Yankees were to prosperity , JFK , and peace and security in
the homeland.
If one final example^ needed, V ietnam, civil st rif e,
Watergate and Howard Cosell plagued the country at the s
some time the Yankees were employ ing Horace Clarke , Jerry ICenncy, and Roger Report. I think there arc a lot of
people in this country th at would like to forget all those
things because of their contribution to the country 's welfare.
.
Now in '77 wc find the Bom bers once again on top.
The war is forgotten and the economy is showing signs of
revival. I don't know if its because of cosmic energy, the
New York Stock Exchange, or coincidence , bu t why take
chances? Root for the Yankees for the sake of the n ation.
A

Barb Neal cools down at fin ish

Women Run On
Brunswick Links
by Evelyn Runnershoe
The REL Striders confronted their two greatest
opponents ,- Bates and Bowdoin , last Wednesday , at the
Brunswick Golf Course. As st range as it may seem, the
women were not-l repeat-were not seen cavorting across
the green with their golf cars ajid caddies. They had
convened at Bowdoin 's soggy fairway for the last crosscountry competition before the state meet at Bates.
Many runners from all three teams were unable to
attend , as a result of injuries. Even the hi ghly-tou ted
Batesian , Nancy Ingersol!, who came in fourth at last
week's NESCAC competition , was forced to the sidelines with a bad case of tendon itis. Three Colbyettes,
with ailments ranging from muscle strai n to a dog bite,
suffered on the last stretch of Colby's five-m ile practice
loop, were among those on the casualty list. Only
three Colby members could be fielded for the event,
leaving the w omen out of official team competition.
Norm ally, five team members must be present in order
to compete on the team level. For example, six pl ayers
are needed to constitute a volleyball team . However,
groups with less than five runners are able to mn for
individual standings.
Colby's Captain Barb Neal dubbed her team as
"R in R" (Reduced in Ranks), and whil e w aiting at
th e starting line for some waddling middle-aged golfers
to move their carts from the course, Barb continued to
quip, using her favorite abbreviated expressions. Looking fr om her two remaini ng te amm ates to t he t welve
ot h er imposing harriers at the starti ng line , Barb mused
that the race "CBT" (Could Be Tense). The other runners
looked at her curiously , but jumped with the starting
gun before they had a chance to ask questions about
her unusual terminology.
Bat es' Janet MacColl dominated the 3-mile course
and won with a time of 18.43. Another Bates' runner
and a slew of Bov/dies captured the second through
six t h spots, with Laura Lit tic field taking the seventh
slot as Colby 's first finisher. Barb Cooper, lacking her
normal zip and energetic running ability, grabbed ninth ,
while Ikrb Neal found herself lost (on a golf cou rse??),
bu t did manage to bring home eleven t h place for
mentor RELS.

Everyone is complaining about the weather, right?
Well, the Outing Club is ready to do something about it!
After bribing people in hi gh places we have reserved next
Saturday, Oct. 29,for a day bicycle trip to South China..
We guarantee that there will be weather (rain date Sunday
Oct. 30). We (led by our beloved president Henry Banks
and his cohort Tim Hunt) will be leaving from the Quad
at 9-00 AM. For more details contact Henry (wherabouts
unknown 873-5904).
The biggest square dance in history is being spinsored by the Outing Club on Friday, Nov. 11 at 7:30 PM
in Roberts Loft. The world-renowned Northern Valley
Boys will be providing the music. This is an experience
not to be missed (no previous dancing experience necesss
Admission is $.50 for members, and $.75 for non-members
so jo in now before it's too late. Refreshments provided.
With our new-found riches we will be shopping for a
van to facilitate more trips in the future.
Between the two beautiful days of last Friday and
Sunday there was a very rainy Saturday, and with it came
the annual Fall Woo_smens Meet at the University of
New Brunswick. Thirty-two teams competed despite
the rain. The "A" team finished ninth and the "B" team
fourteenth (third and fifth among the American teams,
first and second among the small liberal arts colleges) and
the women's team third am<mg women. A soggy but good
time was had by all (See next weeks Echo for more details
concerning this illustrious event).

Hank Banks rears back in New Brunswick
Photo by Anne Luedemann

Women 's Cross-Country, Continued
It seems that Barb became so preoccupied with
her new MLF (Moving Legs Fast) Method of . running
t ha t she missed t he t urn opt of t he wooded .segmen t of
th e course. Barb Ncal explained it in this ways "I was
bebopping in to the woods behind Cooper, and inst ead of
bopbeeping around to the back of the clubhouse like
everybody else, I ended up taking the scenic route ..; "
All in all , the official score was tipped 21-31 in ,
Bowdoin 's favor, making Bowdoin the team to look for
in conquering the UMO squ ad at the state meet.

The Colby Ech o
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Trinity Tops Colb y

Field Hocke y Wins

In Thriller

Avoids Collision
With Moose

- by Rus Lodl .
Storming back with a spectacular second half
effort , Colby College won the hearts of their fans des- .
p ite a thrilling 24-2 3 decision to highly favored Trinity
College, Saturday , at Seaverns Field.
The late game drama was set up by the first half
artistry of Trinity QB Mike Foye. . Mixing passes with
ru ns , the lanky field general continuall y kept the Colby
defense off balance as he moved his team with precision
for three first half scores. His produ ctive play selection
¦and , specifically, his coolness in hitting flanker Pat
McNamara with a 1-yard touchdown pass on the final
p lay of the first half made it seem like he was personally
driving the nails into the Colby coffin.
The Mules had other ideas. They had scored first,
capitalizing on a Dennis Ring fumble recovery with a 34y ard Frank Sears to Reid Cassidy completion which set
up Steve Celata 's 1-yard TD burst. Otherwise the Offense
f . either couldn't move or squandered away opportunity
with turnovers. However, in the third quarter , with the
sun threatening to break through the clouds, Colby came
on like gangbusters. Dan Salimone and Joe Polimeno
sacked Foye on the opening series of downs and Trinity
was forced to punt. Colby took possession and struck
quickly as Sears, after an incompletion , rolledTight ,
stopped, and heaved a 63-yard TD to freshman flanker
Paul Belanger.
Trailing by six, 21-15, Colby kept charging. Phil
McCarthy and Joe Kerwin led a defense that seemed
intent, on breaking the sound barrier by the mere clash of
their helmets into opponent's bodies. The offense, though
plagued by turnovers, kept threatening and finally, at the
close of the quarter, scored on another incredible pass
play. This time, Sears lofted a pass to Mark Higgins who
stood with his defender at the goal line. Together they
O went up for the ball and for a moment, the Trini ty
player had it, but Higgins wrestled the ball free and fell
backward into the endzone to cap the 29-yard scoring
play.
Unfor tunately, the extra point was missed, but the
fourth quarter began with the sun ou t and Colby involved
in a real barnburner. Trinity, suddenly aroused, called
upon its offense for one more drive and they produced
as Foye maneuvered his team close enough so that Bill
McCandless could kick a 25-yard field goal which put
Trinity up again, 24-21, with 8 minutes left.

by Carol Sly

Mark Higgins wrestles ball from defender m end zone
Determined not to let victory slip away, Colby
moved for a first down before punting the ball. Center
Jim VanUden raced downfield and nailed the Trinity
receiver before he could get moving and Trinity had to
begin from their own 9-yard line. Ring and Kerwin
squelched two Trinity rushes and Foye's third down
pass was nearly intercepted by the ever-present Kerwin.
Trinity 's punt was fielded by Gerry Teevan who
made a good return to the Trinity 35. Then Steve
- Celata bolted around left end to the ten-yard line.
Working the ball on the ground , Colby moved to the
two-yard line, but they could not score as the Trinity
defense first stood up Celata and then mauled Sears as
he tried to roll to the right comer of the end zone.
With only a minute to go, the fireworks did not
cease. Colby did not let Trinity budge and Foye voluntarily took a safety to give his punter breathing room.
Colby took possession at rnidfield with 50 seconds to go
A dancing run by Belanger got one first down, but
Colby could not score as desperation passes fell agonizingly incomplete.
In many respects, the game represented a turning
point for the youthful team. Playing before a festive
Alumni Weekend Crow d and against one of th e most
powerful teams in the conference, the Mules picked the
perfect time to show their potential. The offense displayed tlie ability to strike at any moment while the
defense played its usual head-popping, gritty game.
Against Trinity, the Mules proved that they can win the
rest of their games, so gamblers, if you 're looking for a
long shot, Colby might be the club that will surprise
people.

Good weather, two wins, and a near collision with a
moose highlighted the women's efforts on the hockey field
this week.
On Tuesday Colby travelled to Nasson College to
achieve a 10-0 victory. In what can be described as an
overall team effort, Colby was able to work the ball down
the field with ease. The defense , under the direction of
center half Sue Lindbergh , fed the ball up to the offense
consistently. The forwards centered the ball across the
cirlce repeatedly and were sucessful in many of their
scoring attempts.
Jane HartzelTs aggressive rushing and hard driving
gave her a hat-trick and one assist. Three other forwards,
Sue Meyer, Nancy Chapin", and Blair Washburn had a goal
apiece. And, just playing in the second half, Linda Davis
was able to score four times by consistently being properly posit' ned to maximize the effect of her hard
dnves on. ^oal.
Their jubilant return to Colby was marked by a
bizarre incident that could have been disastrous. A
large moose ran across the highway just in front of the
van about five miles south of the Waterville exit. Good
driving by Coach Debbie Pluck made thus just another story
and not a tragedy.
After an evening of abstinence, the sticksters rose
¦earl y Saturday morning to travel to Thomas for-a 7-0
win. Jane Hartzell got off to a fast start with 3 quick
goals in the first few minutes of play. Blair Washburn
pushed the ball around to the far side of the goalie for
the fourth goal before Hartzell scored again.
Thomas capitalized a little more on their field's
speed in the second half. They had several breakaways
but goalie Sara Bunnell was out quickly on all these attacks, and, with the fine assistance of Moria Manning, no
shots went in.
Washburn scored again in the second half. The seventh
goal was by Nancy Chapin oh one of the many excellent
centers by Betsy Shillito. Typically, as time ran ou t
Colby was controlling the ball and working it down the
fi eld with the sharp passing they had used all morning.
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Hig$ns (22) weaves way through traffic as Do Ian (44) ,
Porter (78) , Brop hy (66) , Ciota (33) , and Van Uden (58)
take aim on defenders
Foot ball Photos by Geoff Patk er

Ru ggers Bop
Bowdoin

The fall season for "I Play " sports is rapidly coming
to an end. Touch football finished up the regular season
with two games this past weekend. TDP defeated ZP b y a
score, of 12-<5; and LCA slipped past TDP, 14-12, to close
out their season without a loss. The playoffs begin this
week and competition should be heavy as LCA, TDP, ZP,
and DKE all have strong teams. The finals will be played
Friday afternoon at 3 :30, with a raindate set for 11-.00 ~
Saturday morning.

by Larry Bra nyan

Colb y's last scheduled match of the fall season
ended in a triumphant victory over Bowdoin on Saturday,
October 22. The team played badly in the first half, but
ma de a concerted effort to play well in the second half
and succeeded in routing the Bowdoin team, 13-3.
Colby scored first and gained a 3-point lead over
Bowdoin, thanks to Steve Boss' superbly accurate penalty
conversion . This led to over-confidence amongst the
team, with the result that we were unprepared for Bowdoin 's renewed offensive. Colby's mistakes made it a
simple task for Bowdoin to equalize the score by halfnme.
Renewed team spirit and a determination to win
ensured that Colby played an excellent second half. Individual players now worked in unison as a team, which enabled Gary DeVoe to score a magnificent try, that was
made possible through the efforts of Peter Krane, Steve
Riviere and the forwards. Steve Boss failed to convert
the ball, although soon made up for this by converting
the ball after Scott Packer had scored Colby 's second try.
Packer's try again was set-up by excellent team-work and
his individual skill.
Colby's team has great potential, both on and off
the field. The team has distinguished itself through the
efforts of all those who have played and sung. Steve
Boss, Gary DeVoe, Peter Krane, Bill Mullet, Steve Cul- .
ver and Scott Packer have been Colby's chief soloists
with choral backing and some solos by Larry Branyan,
Jeff Bernard, Russ Fleming, Paul Curtis, Joe Coan, Ron
Desbois, Steve Riviere, Steve Burke, Shawn Morrissey,
Rob Walmsley and Charlie Jacobs.
Four matches were played altogether; Colby lost to
UMO and Middlebury, but were victorious against Maine
Maritime Academy and Bowdoin. The players anxiously
look forward to the start of the spring season and await
the time when vocal chords and rugby skills will again be
put into action.
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Steve Riviere concentrates on pitchout

Photo by Chet Salit

sp o r t s

Soccer featured a big upset this week as Geismars
upended Last Year's Team l-O, in double overtime. Rastas
and DKE head up the tie standings with 4 wins apiece.
Soccer playoffs are scheduled for October 3 1-November 4.
The Commissioner would like to thank the players for enduring the poor field conditions, but it is unable to improve
the situ ation since there are no other fields available.
Volleyball continued at a steady pace this week.
Third floor Averill remains undefeated as we head into
the final week of play. Final standings will be posted
at the end of the week.
The Cross Country meet will be held this Friday
at 3:30. Anyone interested is urged to participate.
If you have any questions call Geno DiLorenzo, ext. 227
or Eric Weeks at ext. 555. Unfortunatel y, interest in
Squash has not been good. If you would like to play,
contact Ben Throndike.
Anyone interested in being a commissioner or officiating for the winter sports should contact Gene DiLorenzo, ext. 227
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Kickers Tie Bowdies

Mole Hum kidsMeet
Stiff Competition

Beat 6 '10 " Goalie
by Anne Hussey

by Aaron Leben ger

Russ Fleming, and Steve Culver move to help teamates
A wet, cold Saturday morning was the scene of the
Photo by Chet Salit
finest cross-country meet at Colby in several years: the
Maine State Cross-Country champ i onshi ps.
Bates, one of the best small school teams in the East,
won, placing five runners in the top eight. The race itself
was a gem. Over the final qu arter mile (5 mile race), the
lead changed hands three times before Bates' Paul Oparow
ski took comman d , outkicking the pack to win by t hree
/ Qr e&
s ite
tenths of a second (24i40) over his closest pursuer, Bowd oin 's Bruce Freme. A further indicator of the race's quality was that the top eleven finishers broke the cou rse record.
Maine-Orono took second p lace in the meet, while
Bowdoin ni pped Colby for third place. The Mules were led
by Dan Ossoff (13th) and a hobbling Tim Bernard (20th).
Jon Bees followed, t hen Phil Houg h and finally Neil Moyna
ky
In
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han. Althoug h t hey didn 't score , Duncan Whi tney, Wayne
, u,,, , w
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Cobleigh, Joh n Sylvan ,Tim Sopcl, and Skip Pendleton con- M r /
tributed to a f ine team eff ort against the toughest opposition of the season.
In earlier action lost week, Colby shut out Southern
Maine Vo-Tcch as Bees, Bernar d , Ossoff , Hough and Whi tney
crossed the finish line simultaneousl y.
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A strong defense was the highlight of the varsity
soccer team's rematch at Bowdoin last Wednesday. The two
teams battled to a 0-0 de. The Bowdoin squad looked a
little flat coming off two losses in their past three games, .
but still managed to outshoot Colby by a l arge ma rginColby's defense stood st rong, aided by a missed penalty
shot and an offsides call on an appar ent Bowdoin goal.
Col by ha d i t s usu al problems m oving t he b all upfiel d, not
fu lly utilizing the wings, However, everyone was pleased
by the hustle exhibited in the game,
On Saturday, the team showed a. burst of offensive
energy, defeating a scrappy New England College team and
its 6'10" goalie 3-0. Titn Rice was star of the d ay, assisting
on all three goals. In the first half he set up Chip Child .
with a comer kick. In the second half Rice nud ged a
good cross from Dave LaLiberty over to Dick Muther
who sm oothl y directed the boll into the net. Colby 's final
goal came late in the game as Dick Muther headed in
a crossing pass from Rice. Larry Hill was noj severely
tested in goal, save for a good stop on an indirect penalty
kick. The rest of the defense held strong.
The J.V. team suffered two losses this post week.
After being shut out by SMVT1 3-0, the team wns edged ,
by Bowdoin by a 3-2 score. John Lyman and Elliot
Pratt scored for the Mules.

Haute Cuisine
de Robert
by Val Talland

Recently, a new (old) dining hall opened-or
re-opened-on campus. Roberts (old) dining hall las
been repainted, refurnished , and generally renovated
into one of the least institutional looking dining
halls at Colby.
Most people are pleased with the change. The
seating capacity may not be much greater but the
use of space has been greatly improved. Rather than
the maze-likearrangement of two food lines , culminating in mass chaos at one point, it has been organized
into one straight, direct line. There are also small
advantages such as cups right by the coffee machine

and glasses next to all the dnnks.
There have been, as always there will be, some
complaints. People have remarked that the mirrors
make the place look like a sterile disco or a giant
poodle beauty-parlor. One. person said that he got
so confused that as he was reaching for what he
thought was the cottage cheese spoon he found his
hand crashing against solid glass. I guess he'll learn
from experience.
If you haven 't already eaten at the new (old)
dining hall, or didn 't know it had opened, you might
want to check it out. You may be pleasandy surp rised
Although the food is the same special Seller 's creations
found in all dining halls, the environment is very different.
Reservations by telephone are not necessary, and
dress is the usual Colby informal.

Annou ncin g
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The Pequo d
The Pequod is the Colby literary magazine. It will
be published twice this year . The purpose is to showcase
the creative work of the college community.
Since there is no allocation of funds for a student
photography or art magazine this year, The Pequod will
accept black and white photos and drawings as well as
stories and poems.
The first semester issue will be released in early
December. The deadline for submissions is Monday,
Novermber 14. These should either be placed in the folder in the back right corner of the English office or sent
via campus mail to The Pe quod box in Roberts Union.
All work whether published or not will be returned if labelled clearly, so do not hesitate to submit.
If you- have any questions call Sam Cremin at
465-7804.

CXC Schedule
The CXC is the Colby Experimental College. The
courses listed below are xon-gra ded and offered without
academic credit.
The CXC presents a uni que experience for students
to leam from students . ow an informal basis.
Autohypnotic Techniques to Stop Smoking- Sid Mohel
Beginning Wednesday, November 2 from 6:30-8:00 in
Rose Chapel
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wed. thu. fri.
Disco Demonstra- '
tion Night, Learn to
Hustle,Bump and
Rope from our
disco specialists.
Everything you
need to know,from
the dance f.oor up.

Every cocktail you
buy not only makes
you feel better,but
ft gives you another
chance to win our
Boston Disco
Weekend for two.
Bottoms up.
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Wrap up another
weekend with
Something for
Nothing Night.
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the Boston Disco
Weekend for two'.

Aspects of Organ ic Farming- Valera Butler
Beginning Tuesday, October 25 at 7:30 in Woodm an 352
Specialized Ceramics f o r Smokers-J ohn Edmark
Beginning Wednesday, October 26 at 7:00 in the Pottery
Room, Basement of Roberts
Folk Dancing- Mike Buoniuto
Held every Wednesday at 7:00 in Robert 's Loft , Morris
Dancing will be taught the first , second, and fourth
Wednesdays! contra-dancing the third Wednesday.
Massage- Joanne Clarke
Beginning Thursday, October 27 at 10:00PM in the
Smith Room, second floor Runnals.
The Sacred Mushroom-G xeg Huemmlcr
Wednesday, November 16 at 7:00 in the Smith Room,
second floor Runnals
Astrology- Wendy Mack
Beginning Thursday, October 27 at 7:30 in Foss Classroom
Sign Language - Kim Marsh
Beginning Tuesday, October 25 from 7-8 PM in
Strutevant Lounge
Dr awing the Human Form
Beginning Wednesday, N ovember 2 from 7-8 PM in Woodman Classroom

Monday and Tuesday --We' re closed. Have a nice

~^~~y~.

Vegtearian Cooking- Lloyd, Bennett
General Meeting on Wednesday, October 26 at <5)30 PM
at Foss Kitchen, First Floor Foss.

Anyone may enroll sihnply by showing up at any of

Come bump into someone exciting this weekend . ^ H^ HHuE Ufl BBIUHH
Down at Cecil B's.
.^ i. ^ w ^wu *.¦
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these classes.

For informa tion on the CXC call Andy Plante at
872-8702 or leave a message at CCS offi ce , ex t 236
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Deadline f o r all Crib Notes is Sunday at 6 p.m.

{an p l a n
Descriptions of off-campus Jan Plan opportunities
are available in Eustis 205. Come in and look them
over if you're interested.
Students from other colleges ..can come here in
January only if they find students here to go to
their schools. Notices -will be posted in Eustis 205 telling
of people who want to exchange Jan Plans.

Country Dance Jan-Plan
Students are now being accepted for Jan-Plan no. 52:
English and American Country Dance, 1650-1800. It is
the intention of the instructor, Greg Boirdman, to train
musicians and dancers in the published country dance forms
of the period.
Country Dance is a relatively general term given to
social dance of the era that occured in court as well as on
country commons and in taverns and ballrooms of towns
and cities. Its attraction to modern dancers lies in its affinity to contemporary country dancing: old-time music for a
group experience.
Details may be obtained at the office of Bern Kiralis,
205 Eustis.
A Jan-Plan Internship has been arranged with the office of State Senator Jerry Speers, Majority Leader of the
Maine Senate.
Designed to provide practical experience in govern,
ment it will deal with casework, preparation of bill summaries, committee work, press work, speechwriting, and other
areas. Secretarial work is not expected.
For more information contact Robin Lambert (2893386) at the Senate Majori ty Leader's office at the State
House in Augusta.

V ILL AGE BA RBER
Great Cuts for Guys and Gals
Appt. Preferred: 873-1344
113 Main
St. Waterville
1
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JUNIOR YEAR IN ENGLAND
Mr. Robert Collins, a representative of the Junior
Year Abroad Programs at the University of Bath,
Goldsmith's College, and the College of Ripon and York
St. John will be in Sturtevant Lounge on Friday, October 28, starting at 2:30> to talk -with interested students.
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PACE
The applications have arrived. Contrary to
previous notice, they will be given in Maine fou r times
in January and four rimes in April. See Career Planning
Office for applications and info.
Seniors, the next deadlines for applying to take
these exams are as follows:

The National Association for F oreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) has created a program to provide an opportunity for foreign students to signify their interest in employment to companies or institutions which offer employ
ment.
See Career Planning Office for more information.

Graduate Record Exam- Nov. 9
Law School Admission Bulletin- Nov. 7
Foreign Sevice Officer Exam- Nov. 21
Graduate Management Admission Test-Nov. 14
See Career Planning Office, LJ 110 for applications.

jobs

Students interested in studying economics abroad
during their j unior year and in talking to participants in various programs should leave their names
in L207.

Part time
1) Oakhurst Dairy truck driver

There will be a meeting for students interested in
Domestic Exchange programs on Tuesday, November 1
at 9 p.m. in Dana Lounge.

2) Cocktail waitress
Full time
1) Math Teacher (grades 7-12)
2) Science Teacher (grades 7-12)
See Career Planning Off ice,JJ 110.

J O SE P H 'S
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HELP WANTED: Bill's Lunch is looking for bartenders,
cocktail waiter/waitresses, food waiters/waitresses.
Immediate openings.
-
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Campus Representative Wanted: "Sole Power," a
Vermont-basedsports shoe repair company is seeking a
qualified and highly motivated representative at Colby.
Working hours are your own and profits are unlimited.
Call Dick Leavrtt, 28 Averill Terrace , Waterville, Maine.
Telephone: 872-5341.
>
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Silver Street
downtown Waterv ille
'Greatly enlarged clothing
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'Imports of all kinds in
grea t num bers .
'Un ique second hand
*Fascinatlng odds and ends
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internships

I Pit

found

Lost: Missing from ATO Smoker: 1 Colby letter jacket.
Please return to Ben Thorndike, xSI3, Box 1526.
Small reward-no questions asked.

There are 60 summer internships offered in
editing and reporting from the Newspaper Fund.
Applicants need to send for their own application
forms. As the deadline is Dec. 1, interested students
should come as soon as possible to the Career Planning
Office, L110 for information.

LOST: Dark brown scarf at Foss. Please Call Jan
x326 .201 Sturtevant.

The following will be coming to Colby this fall
to interview p rospective candidates. See Career Plan
ning Office, LJ 110 to sign for time.

FOUND: gold Cross pen with the initials JPM engraved ore the
side, in Lovejoy 100. If yours contact Maggie at ext- 565.

November 1 Boston Univ. MBA
9 Health Consultants Inc.
10 Boston Univ. -Public Management
10 Syracuse Univ.
11 Columbia Univ. MBA
14 Drew University
16 Wharton School of Business (Univ. of
Penn.)

#

cm J

December 2 U.S. Navy
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BRIDGE PLAYERS: Anyone interested in forming a Bridge Club , for informal and/or competitive
games, contact Ken Weissman, Box 1600.

LOST: a silver cross on a chain. In either Foss-Woodman
or Fieldhouse. Call Bob L. x 510

Intermediate and Advanced FOLKDANCE on Tuesday
evenings at 7:45 in the dance studio, Runnals.

FOUND: One woman's watch , several weeks ago. Call
x364 or see John Devine or Ed Smith to identif y and
claim.

The Career Planning Office will be open during the
noon hours from Mon-Thurs., as well as 8:30-4:30.
Many graduate schools will be here to interview this
fall. See Career Planning Office, L110, to sigh for a time.
The following graduate schools will be coming to interview prosp ective students this fall. See Career Planning
Office , Ll 10, to sign tip for a time.
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RBB II: Fugliest 'of the fug ly beards.

FOR SALE: One Pr. Rieker "'XLS" Ski Boots. Size 9%
shoe. Good condition. Price negotiable. If interested,
contact Mike Childers, ZP, x 556.

LOST in vicinity of Lovejoy or Library: Gold button to
pocket watch chain-sentimental value-substantial reward
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Monday evening the Interfaith Counsel will
sponsor a UMCEF Fund Drive on campus. When
volunteers call at your door please give generously.

LOST: Navy blue corduroy blazer. (In Foss Dining Hall
I think!) If found please call Barbara at x 549.

LOST: Gold class ring, Gloucester High School. Initials
RWG . Call Ron - ext. 562.
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LOST : a gold cross pen on Thu rsday, September 2?
during Harris' English 354 in Lovejoy 100- The initials
"MJF" are engraved on the pen . If found, please
contact Mary Jean at ext. 565.
Lost: One 45-foot birch tree from the Life Science
stairwell. This tree is branched and dangerous.
It goes to pieces at the very sight of a buzz saw
or axe. It has not eaten since last Saturday night
and is parti al to h at-bearing p rofessors and
Ca nadiennes.

Professors Ferguson and Hogendorn will reimburse
gas and oil expenses one way , to a person who will trail
a 19' sailboat from St. Louis, MO to East Vassalboro, ME
Si vous voulez parler Franqais venez assister a la
Table Franeaise
le Mardi a 12:30 a Mary Low
le Mercredi a 6:00 a Foss
le J eudi a 12:30 a Mary Low
et si vous voulez entendre de la musique franeaiseet
canadienne regie, votre radio sur WMHB 91.5 FM de
3 :00 a 6:00 le Dimanche pour notre Programme
Fran caise.
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Sid Mohel: Committee Selection Process
by J ane Eklun d

mittees and to the student body. The next things we look
for are maturity and responsibility. We want students
who will work, to create a mutual respect between themselves and the facility and administration.

Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel recendy oudined
the Stu-A committee selection process and described the
responsibilities of some of the committees for the ECHO.
His Committee Task Force started by sending a letter
to each freshman which stated the background of the committee process and invited students to apply. They then
ran two applications in the ECHO for freshmen and upperclassmen.
Mohel said the two most active committees are the
Administrative Committee and the Educational Policy
(EPC), which meet several times a month . "Students are
a very active part on both these committees, and they are
taken seriously."

"Also, we want students who have considerable
knowledge in the field they've chosen . For examp le, we
would choose students with considerable knowledge of
accounting, marketing, and budgetary analysis for the
Financial Priorities Committe, whereas personality characteristics might come more into play when we consider
someone for the Administrative Committee.
"Comparability with the committee, dedication to
the post, dedication to the student body and an overwhelming sense of responsibility will be the most important characteristics we shall be looking for.

"The Admissions Committee, on the other hand,"
he said, "apparendy not through the fault of those in
charge of it, is very restrictive in that due to Colby's interpretation of the Buckley Amendment, students are not
allowed to see other students' files. Students on the committee contribute to policy decisions which , as of late,
seem to be few and far between. However, there was a
meeting of the Admissions Committee in the past two
weeks and the outcome of that meeting seems encou raging
for the future of student contributions to the Admissions
Committee."
Mohel said that the Bookstore Committee is in the
process of broadening its base under the direction of Prof.
Richard Clarey, the new chairperson.
According to Mohel, the Rights and Rules Committee
lacks purpose at this time because most rules fall under the
jurisdiction of other committees. "We hope it can be revived and assume a more active role. Dean Seitzinger seems
very helpful in this respect and I think the committee will
have a more idealisti c period in the fu tu re."
Most committees have three or four members; although the Senior Scholars Committee has one and the
Rights and Rules Committee has five. The Task Force
has received twice as many applications as there are positions for most committees, although some of the more
popular committees have up to thirty app licants.
The Committee Task Force has been receiving applications since the beginning of September. They do not
consider applicants by their class, except in cases where
a freshman would not have enough knowledge of Colby's
policies to be effective on a committee.
Interviews will be starting within a week. Most
students will attend a full meeting of the Committee Task
Force. In cases where there are a lot of applicants, they

"My overall purpose is basically to head this post
knowing that the best people available are representing the
student body on Colby's college committees. If I can
accomplish that, then 1 think the administration and the
Board of Trustees might take notice and perh aps help to
evolve Colby's committee structure into a new structure
where students have a much m ore important say in the
final decision-making pr ocess here at Colby."
Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel

CCP

¦will go in front of a portion of the committee and the best
candidates will be selected and interviewed again by the
entire committee.
There are twelve members on the Committe e Task
Force. The Stu-A Constitution requires at least four mem'
bers evenly divided between classes. "I've decided to
appoint twelve," Mohel said. "There can be more, but
it would not be conducive to an effective committee.
Twelve, I think , is the maximum, and I'm very pleased
with almost all of the people I've chosen to serve on the
committee."
Mohel said the type' of person they are looking for
to serve on a committee is someone with a strong character. "We want someone who can respond to all types
of situations, ranging from com promise to contempt to
condescension. Basically, we want students w ho will not
be easily intimidated. This is not to say the committees
are in any way intimidating, but we have found through
past experience that extremely -weak and poorly chosen
student members have been a hindrance both to their com
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